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Electrode poisoning by CO is a major concern in fuel cells. As interest in applying computational methods
to electrochemistry is increasing, it is important to understand the levels of theory required for reliable treatments
of metal-CO interactions. In this paper we justify the use of relativistic effective core potentials for the
treatment of PdCO and hence, by inference, for metal-CO interactions where the predominant bonding
mechanism is charge transfer. We also sort out key issues involving basis sets and we recommend that bond
energies of 17.2, 43.3, and 69.4 kcal/mol be used as the benchmark bond energy for dissociation of Pd2 into
Pd atoms, PdCO into Pd and CO, and Pd2CO into Pd2 and CO, respectively. We calculated the dipole moments
of PdCO and Pd2CO, and we recommend benchmark values of 2.49 and 2.81 D, respectively. Furthermore,
we tested 27 density functionals for this system and found that only hybrid density functionals can qualitatively
and quantitatively predict the nature of theσ-donation/π-back-donation mechanism that is associated with
the Pd-CO and Pd2-CO bonds. The most accurate density functionals for the systems tested in this paper
are O3LYP, OLYP, PW6B95, and PBEh.

1. Introduction

Several of the most successful fuel cell applications use a Pt
anode as a catalyst for the oxidation of hydrogen gas.1-10

Unfortunately, there are several practical problems with using
pure Pt anodes, so there has been considerable work in
developing Pt alloys for use in fuel cells.1,5-10 One important
reason to use alloys is that they may be more resistant to CO
poisoning than pure Pt. In this context, poisoning refers to the
bonding of CO to active sites on the anode surface, which then
block those sites for H2 adsorption.5,10 It is hoped that alloys
will weaken the metal-CO bond without weakening the strength
of H2 adsorption. It is therefore important to be able to accurately
calculate metal-CO bond energies. Because one of the alloys
being considered for use in fuel cells is Pt/Pd,5,7-9 we focus on
the Pdn-CO bond energy in this paper. In addition to its
importance for fuel cells, metal-CO interactions are also more
generally important interactions for catalysis.11-14

The present article is directed to determining suitable and
efficient computational methods for Pd-CO bonds. We will
examine the treatment of relativistic effects, the role of static
correlation15,16 (also called near-degeneracy correlation17), and
the use of density functional theory (DFT), and many of the
conclusions are also relevant to other 4d transition metals. To
draw conclusions about suitable methods, we will first create a
benchmark suite, based partly on experiment but mainly on wave
function theory (WFT), especially coupled cluster theory,15,18-20

with single and double excitations and a quasi-perturbative
treatment of connected triple excitations, CCSD(T).

The PdCO molecule is the central molecule in our benchmark
suite; it has been used as a model system many times in
theoretical studies.21-32 Computational studies are especially
important for PdCO because there is no reported experimental

bond energy for the dissociation of PdCO into Pd and CO. We
denote this dissociation energy asDe(Pd-CO). There are,
however, experimentally determined bond lengths33 for Pd-
CO and PdC-O, denotedre(Pd-CO) andre(PdC-O), respec-
tively. Despite the extensive theoretical scrutiny of PdCO, there
is no consensus on the theoretical level required to predict or
reproduce these values, and there is a large range of calculated
values forDe(Pd-CO) andre(Pd-CO), 27-55 kcal/mol and
1.78-1.91 Å, respectively.

One of the challenges that may account for the dispersion of
these values is the large relativistic effect in Pd.27 For example,
Filatov27 has demonstrated that relativity accounts for 36% of
the calculatedDe(Pd-CO) at the CCSD(T) level of electronic
structure theory. There are two ways that the relativistic effects
can be treated, either by using a relativistic Hamiltonian as
Filatov did or by using a relativistic effective core potential
(RECP)34 for scalar relativistic effects and adding spin-orbit
coupling effects, when present, empirically or perturbatively.

Spin-orbit coupling vanishes (in first-order treatment) for
Pd, CO, PdCO, Pd2, and Pd2CO as well as the first excited state
of Pd2, so we are primarily concerned with the scalar relativistic
effect here. The use of a RECP is justified for treating scalar
relativistic effects on metal-ligand bonding properties because
the scalar relativistic effects mainly affect the core electrons,
causing them to contract; the valence electrons are only
indirectly effected by relativity because of the modification of
their interaction with the core due to its contraction. This
modified interaction causes the valence orbitals to also contract.
From a computational standpoint, the RECP method is prefer-
able to using a relativistic Hamilitonian because the calculations
are much more tractable. In addition to the simpler form of the
Hamiltonian, the reduced basis set size when core electrons are
not represented explicitly makes a high-level treatment of the
valence space more affordable. One of the issues that we will
discuss in this article is how well the RECPs can capture the
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relativistic effect in PdCO. We note that some researchers30,31,35

have used nonrelativistic effective core potentials (NRECPs)
for PdCO, but those papers will not be discussed further, and
use of NRECPs for systems involving Pd or any other 4d or 5d
transition metal is discouraged.

There has been less study of the Pd2CO system22,29,36,37than
of PdCO, but a representative database of accurate metal-CO
bond energies should contain systems with metal-metal bonds
in addition to CO bonds to monatomic metals. A problem with
bonds involving transition metal atoms is that the effects of static
correlation (systems that exhibit significant static correlation
are said to have multireference character) can significantly
degrade the quality of metal-metal bond energies calculated
with single-reference WFT and hybrid DFT methods,38 although
the effects of static correlation are sometimes less detrimental
for metal-ligand systems.39 (“Hybrid DFT” refers to DFT
methods that contain a contribution from the nonlocal Hartree-
Fock exchange funcional.40) Nava et al.29 suggested that hybrid
DFT methods are suitable only for systems involving a single
Pd atom, but not for systems involving multiple Pd atoms, in
particular Pd2CO. This conclusion29 will be reexamined in the
present study.

We will first provide an outline of the previous work on the
PdCO system to illustrate the need for justifying the RECP
treatment for PdCO and then provide a brief discussion of
previous work involving Pd2 and Pd2CO. The focus of the
discussion on Pd2 is not the relativistic effect but rather the
ability to treat Pd2 by single-reference methods. We will then
calculate four types of quantities. (1) We will calculate bond
energies,De, for PdCO, Pd2, and Pd2CO, where these quantities
are denotedDe(Pd-CO), De(Pd2), and De(Pd2-CO), respec-
tively. In this notation the dash indicates which bond is being
broken (in the case ofDe) in molecules with more than one
bond. In all cases we consider the dissociation products, Pd and
CO, or Pd2 to be in their calculated ground electronic states.
The subscript e denotes equilibrium values, i.e., zero-point-
exclusive values. (2) We will also calculate the adiabatic
excitation energies for the 4d105s0 f 4d95s1 transition in the
Pd atom and the3Σu

+ f 1Σg
s transition in Pd2, which are

denotedTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) andTe(3Σu
+ f 1Σg

s), respectively.
The focus of this paper is not on the excited-state properties
for their own intrinsic interest but rather because they are
relevant for the bonding in Pd2 and Pd2CO. (3) Third, we
calculate bond lengths,re, for Pd-CO, PdC-O, Pd2, Pd-PdCO,
PdPd-CO, and Pd2C-O, denotedre(Pd-CO), re(PdC-O), re-
(Pd2), re(Pd-PdCO), andre(Pd2C-O), respectively. See Figure
1 for bond length notation. (4) Finally, we calculate dipole
moments,µ, for PdCO and Pd2CO, where these quantities are
dentoedµ(PdCO) andµ(Pd2CO), respectively. These properties
as computed by WFT will provide a robust data set test for
testing both local and hybrid DFT methods. We will conclude
with a discussion of whether various DFT methods can
quantitatively describe bonding in PdCO and Pd2CO.

2. Summary of Previous Results

2.A. The Pd Atom.We will begin with a brief discussion of
the Pd atom. The Pd atom is not the focus of our paper but is
germane for the subsequent discussions of Pd2. The Pd atom
ground state is 4d105s0.41 The electronic state that corresponds
to a bond between two 4d105s0 atoms is1Σg

+, and the lowest-
energy state corresponding to the interaction between two 4d9-
5s1 atoms is3Σu

+. In Pd2, the interaction between two 4d105s0

atoms would presumably form a weak bond,42 whereas the
interaction of two excited Pd atoms in the 4d95s1 state would

generate a stronger one.42 It has been shown43 that the3Σu
+

electronic state is much lower than the1Σg
+ state. Therfore the

Pd2 bond can only be accurately described if the 4d105d0 to 4d9-
5d1 transition is also accurate. The ground state of the Pd atom
is not the same as the ground state of Ni, which has an electronic
structure of 3d84s2. As a consequence of the differing atomic
configurations, Ni2 and Pd2 have different bond strengths and
electronic structures.42

Spin-orbit coupling does not vanish in the triplet D excited
state of Pd. Therefore, to calculateTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) for Pd
to compare with experiment,41 we must add the contribution
from spin-orbit coupling to our calculated value.41 The ground
state, 4d105s0, is a 1S0 state and thus has no spin-orbit
contribution; however, the first excited state, 4d95s1, is a 3D
state and is thus a multiplet of nondegenerate terms withJ )
1, 2, and 3, whereJ is the total angular momentum quantum
number. The electronic structure calculations employed here do
not include spin-orbit coupling, and the three energy levels in
the multiplet are thus degenerate. We adjusted the calculated
value for the3D state by assuming Russell-Saunders (LS)
coupling and averaging over the experimental energies41 of the
J states of the3D multiplet. The assumption of LS coupling is
valid when spin-orbit coupling is small, and it is therefore
unclear whether LS coupling is valid for a metal like Pd because
spin-orbit coupling is moderately large for 4d transition metals.
However, the total effect of spin-orbit coupling onTe, assuming
LS coupling, is-3.15 kcal/mol, so the empirical LS treatment
is probably valid. The spin-orbit value of-3.15 kcal/mol is
added to the energy of the3D state before comparison to the
experimental41 Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) of 18.8 kcal/mol.

We will focus our discussion here on papers that will be
significant for subsequent sections. We note initially that the
scalar relativistic effect forTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) is nonneg-
lible.22,44,45 Blomberg et al.22 have calculated the scalar rela-
tivistic effect onTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) using the coupled pair
functional46 (CPF) method and a sufficiently large basis set and

Figure 1. Geometries of (a) PdCO and (b) Pd2CO.
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found that it decreasesTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) by 17.8 kcal/mol.
This decrease is nearly equivalent to the 16.8 kcal/mol scalar
relativistic effect calculated by Filatov using the CCSD(T) level
of electron correlation with a large basis set. (The relativistic
effect is calculated as the difference between two calculations,
where one of the calculations incorporates scalar relativistic
terms into the Hamiltonian.) The relativisticTe(4d105s0 f 4d9-
5s1) values computed by Blomberg and Filatov are 19.4 and
21.2 kcal/mol, respectively.

The scalar relativistic effect onTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) com-
puted by Xiao et al.45 using the Becke-Perdew 1986 (BP86)47,48

density functional and by Chung et al.23 using a local spin
density approximation (LSDA) density functional are 15.9 and
15.5 kcal/mol, respectively. The scalar relativisticTe(4d105s0

f 4d95s1) values computed by Xiao et al.45 and Chung et al.23

are 22.8 and 16.8 kcal/mol, respectively. We can see from these
three results that the relativistic effect forTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1)
is 15-18 kcal/mol depending on which method is used, and
the calculatedTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) is typically in the range of
16-23 kcal/mol. These results show that the relativistic effect
on Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) is nearly as large as the value itself.

An additional topic that will be discussed in this paper is
how accurately Pd systems can be treated by single-reference
methods, such as CCSD(T). For both Pd and PdCO, Blomberg
et al.22 reported both CPF and modified CPF17 calculations,
which gave “nearly identical” results. The CPF and MCPF
methods, like CCSD(T), are based on a single-configuration
reference wave function, but the MCPF method has been shown
to yield excellent agreement with multireference configuration
interaction (MRCI) calculations.17 Table 1 shows that the CPF
calculation of Blomberg et al.22 differs from CCSD(T) by less
than 2 kcal/mol, which indicates that the Pd atom can be treated
to a good approximation by single-reference methods. Further

evidence is that the CCSD(T) calculation is within 1 kcal/mol
of the experimental value. This result is significant because the
Ni atom in the same column of the periodic table has significant
multireference character, and the adiabatic excitation energy
cannot be treated using single-reference methods.49

2.B. PdCO.One of the first and most influential papers on
PdCO was by Blomberg et al.,22 in which PdCO was treated
using the CPF method with a relativistic Hamilitonian. The
computed scalar relativistic effects were an 11 kcal/mol increase
in De(Pd-CO) and an 0.09 Å contraction inre(Pd-CO).
Blomberg et al.22 also pointed out that, unlike NiCO, PdCO
has very little multireference character. This means that single-
reference treatments such as CPF, closed-shell second-order
perturbation theory50,51 (MP2), and CCSD(T) should be suf-
ficient.

Blomberg et al.22 also illustrated the sensitivity of there(Pd-
CO) to basis set size. In their paper, two basis sets were used,
basis-A and basis-B, where basis-A was of size 11s8p4d and
basis-B was of size 11s8p4d3f. The difference in bond energies
was 1 kcal/mol (De(Pd-CO) ) 34 kcal/mol with basis-A and
De(Pd-CO) ) 33 kcal/mol with basis-B), and the difference
in re(Pd-CO) was 0.05 Å (1.86 Å with basis-A and 1.91 Å
with basis-B).

The more recent paper by Filatov27 reported results obtained
using the CCSD(T) method with a relativistic Hamilitonian. We
compare the results of Filatov to the larger basis set result of
Blomberg et al. because Filatov included f functions in his basis
set. The difference inre(Pd-CO) is surprisingly large, 1.84 Å
for Filatov and 1.91 Å for Blomberg et al. TheDe(Pd-CO)
values also show large differences between the calculations by
the two groups; in particular, they disagree by 7 or 9 kcal/mol
depending on whether counterpoise corrections are included.
There are several possible scenarios as to why there is a

TABLE 1: Summary of the Bond Energies, DenotedDe(Pd-CO) and Given in kcal/mol, Reported in the Literature and the
Corresponding Bond Lengths, Denotedre and Given in Å

first author method e- a basis setb Te
c De(Pd-CO) De(Pd-CO)/cpd re(Pd-CO) re(PdC-O) De(Pd2) re(Pd2) De(Pd2-CO)

Dai36,43 MRSDCI lc 3s3p1d 19.8 2.48 71.9
McMichael21 MP2 lc 1s1p2d 16.7 37.4 1.882 1.185
Blomberge22 CPF lc 11s8p4d 11.9 34 1.86 55
Blomberge22 MCPF lc 11s8p4d 11.9 34 1.86
Blombergf22 CPF lc 11s8p4d3f 16.3 33 31 1.91
Frankcombeg24 MP2 sc 4s4p3d 1.843
Frankcombeh24 MP2 sc 5s4p4d3f 1.780
Frankcombe24 CCSD(T) sc 3s3p2d 1.883
Filatov27 CCSD(T) all 17s14p9d3f 18.1 42.0 38.5 1.838 1.143
Cui68 CASPT2 sc 6s5p3d 17.1 22.6 2.43

Cui68 B3LYP sc 6s5p3d 15.7 20.6 2.52
Chung23 XR all 18s16p12d 13.7 68.3 1.81 1.15
Chung23 BLYP all 18s16p12d 48.4 1.86 1.16
Efremenko71 B3LYP sc 3s3p2d 19.1
Nava29,69 B3LYP sc 6s4p4d1f 42.0 1.854 1.114 59.5
Nava29,69 BP86 sc 6s4p4d1f 55.6 1.822 1.115 30.4 2.49 79.1
Rochefort37 BP86 sc 4s4p3d 34 75
Wu28,72 B3LYP sc 4s4p3d 37.8 1.878 1.142 -4.10 2.38
Wu28,72 B3P86 sc 4s4p3d 42.7 1.856 1.158 -4.80 2.35
Wu28,72 B3PW91 sc 4s4p3d 40.6 1.859 1.143 6.48 2.36
Wu28,72 BHLYP sc 4s4p3d 27.2 1.909 1.125 29.77 2.34
Wu28,72 BLYP sc 4s4p3d 45.0 1.869 1.158 15.36 2.42
Wu28,72 BP86 sc 4s4p3d 50.7 1.847 1.159 16.12 2.39
Wu28,72 PBEh sc 4s4p3d 41.0 1.858 1.141 -8.44 2.35
Xiao28,72 BP86 all 7s6p4d 19.1 32.1 2.50

experiment32,41,60,64 18.8 1.843( 0.003 1.138( 0.003 24( 4

a e- refers to the number of electrons correlated, where lc) large core, sc) small core, and all) all of the electrons are correlated with no
RECP.b This column gives the basis set used for Pd. All of the authors took a balanced basis set approach, so the C and O basis set is of comparable
quality to the listed Pd basis set.c This quantity is denoted asTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) in the text. The computed values have been adjusted for
spin-orbit effects by subtracting 3.15 kcal/mol from the published value.d Counterpoise-corrected results.e This is basis-A in the Blomberg et al.
paper.22 f This is basis-B in the Blomberg et al. paper.22 g This is basis set 8 in the Frankcombe et al. paper24 and was recommended for comparison
to basis-A.h This is basis set 27 in the Frankcombe et al. paper.24
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discrepancy: (1) Blomberg and Filatov use different methods
of computing the scalar relativistic effects; Blomberg et al. used
first-order perturbation theory,52,53 and Filatov used the
IORAmmm52,54 one-electron Hamiltonian. (2) Blomberg et al.
may not have correlated enough electrons in their study, as they
only correlated the 4d,10 2s22p2, and 2s22p4 electrons on Pd, C,
and O, respectively, whereas Filatov correlated all of the
electrons. (3) Although the basis sets are seemingly large enough
for quantitative work, at least one of them is not complete
enough to calculate an accurate bond distance. (4) One may
question whether PdCO can be treated by single-reference
methods as originally suggested. We will report new calculations
designed to address issues 2-4 in this paper. The first issue is
not expected to be a problem because there was reasonable
agreement between Blomberg et al. and Filatov with respect to
the relativistic corrections; in particular the relativistic increases
in De(PdCO) computed by Blomberg et al. and Filatov were
11 and 14 kcal/mol, respectively. In addition, the relativistic
contraction inre(Pd-CO) was 0.07 Å in both cases. There is
also good agreement between Blomberg et al. and Filatov with
respect to the relativistic corrections toTe(4d105d0 f 4d95s1).

We are also interested in determining how well the RECP
treatment can be applied to PdCO systems. In general, the scalar
relativistic effects in PdCO are quite different from those of Pd
or Pd2. For Pd and Pd2 the primary relativistic effect is the
lowering of the 5s orbital energy. This effect is explicity
accounted for in the parametrization of the RECP by including
Te(4d105d0 f 4d95s1) in the fitting data.55 However, the Pd-
CO bond in PdCO is considered to be a charge-transfer bond,
and it is not clear based on previous work how well RECPs
can describe this situation.

The first RECP treatment of PdCO was carried out by
McMichael et al.21 using a large-core RECP56 and the MP2 level
of electron correlation. It is difficult to use this study to validate
the RECP treatment because the basis set used by McMichael
et al.21 is much smaller than any basis set used by Filatov or
Blomberg. Perhaps, the most direct comparison would be to
Blomberg’s result with basis-A, because the degree of polariza-
tion in the bases and the numbers of correlated electrons are
similar. The values ofre(Pd-CO) andDe(Pd-CO) calculated
by McMichael with the RECP were 1.882 Å and 37.4 kcal/
mol, respectively, and they overestimated the Blomberg et al.
basis-A results22 (re(Pd-CO) ) 1.86 Å andDe ) 34 kcal/mol)
by 0.02 Å and 3 kcal/mol, respectively. If we compare the
McMichael results to those of either Filatov or Blomberg et
al.22 with basis-B, then the differences in both quantities,De-
(Pd-CO) andre(Pd-CO), are less than the expected relativistic
corrections. It would seem that results of McMichael et al.21

justify the RECP approach, but the results are suspect because
the valence electron basis set used by McMichael et al. was so
small. It would not be unreasonable to expect a substantional
basis set superposition error in the McMichael et al. calculation.
It would also seem likely that increasing the basis set size would
worsen the agreement between the results of McMichael et al.
and the NRECP calculations.

Additional work was done by on PdCO by Frankcombe et
al.24 using the MP2 level of theory and a small-core RECP.57

They recommended comparing the results with their “basis set
8” to Blomberg’s results with basis-A because the valence basis
functions used in both bases were similar. The reported value
for re(Pd-CO) by Frankcombe et al.24 using basis set 8 was
1.84 Å, which underestimated the result of Blomberg et al.22

using basis-A by 0.02 Å. This, coupled with the results of
McMichael et al., may seem like a reasonable justification of

the RECP approach for PdCO. But, Frankcombe et al. also
reported the Pd-CO bond length with a much larger basis set,
called basis set 27 in their paper, as 1.780 Å, which disagrees
with the result of Blomberg et al.22 using basis-B by-0.13 Å
and Filatov’s result by-0.06 Å. It is difficult to trust the MP2
results with a RECP becausere(Pd-CO) is significantly
contracted when the basis set is increased, whereas increasing
the basis set with the CPF method and explicit relativistic effects
increasesre(Pd-CO). Frankcombe et al.24 also calculatedre-
(Pd-CO) using the CCSD(T) correlation method and a modest
basis set. Their CCSD(T) bond length disagreed with the basis-A
and basis-B results of Blomberg et al.22 by 0.02 and-0.03 Å,
respectively, and with Filatov’s result by 0.04 Å. Frankcombe
et al.24 were interested in the reaction energy of PdPH3 + CO
f PH3 + PdCO, so no Pd-CO bond energy was reported. For
us to trust the RECP treatment of PdCO with WFT methods,
we would have to rely either on questionable MP2 results or
entirely on there(Pd-CO) value computed with CCSD(T) and
a modest basis set.

In addition to discussing WFT results, we will analyze how
accurately the PdCO bond can understood using DFT. Chung
et al.23 used DFT to explore the relativistic effect in PdCO.
Using theXR58 functional (which is an empirically modified
LSDA functional), they found that the relativistic increase in
De(Pd-CO) was 15 kcal/mol and the contraction inre(Pd-CO)
was 0.06 Å. These effects are similar to the relativistic effects
calculated by Filatov27 using CCSD(T) and by Blomberg et al.22

using CPF. Chung et al.23 reported a relativisticDe(Pd-CO) of
48.4 kcal/mol using the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP)47,59

functional, which agrees well with theDe(Pd-CO) value of
45.0 kcal/mol computed by Wu et al.28 using the BLYP method
and a RECP. There(Pd-CO) values computed by Chung et al.
and Wu et al.28 are also in good agreement with one another,
1.87 and 1.86 Å, respectively. One might expect the results to
agree better than 3 kcal/mol for the bond energies, but there
are nuances to each of the calculations that may account for
the differences. The most notable difference is that Chung et
al. calculated the properties with the BLYP exchange-correla-
tion functional, but the electron density was optimized with the
XR functional, whereas Wu et al. optimized the density with
the BLYP exchange-correlation functional.

We will be able to draw more definitive conclusions by
designing calculations specifically to address the issues under
consideration.

2.C. Pd2. There have been several previous studies of the Pd
dimer. The earliest reported bond energy of Pd2 was an
experimental measurement by Kant et al.,60 where they reported
a 0 K bond energy of 17( 6 kcal/mol. An experimental value
for the 0 K bond energy, 24( 4 kcal/mol, was also reported
by Shim et al.61 Kant et al.60 assumed a1Σ electronic state for
Pd2, and Shim et al.61 determined a1Σ electronic ground state
for Pd2 from a nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock calculation. After
critical reviews,42,62 the recommended value is 24( 4 kcal/
mol. The ground electronic state of Pd2, however, has been
determined through experiment63,64 and calculations43,64 to be
a 3Σu

+ state. We list the experimental bond energies in Table
1; however, they have been adjusted for zero-point effects using
the harmonic frequency reported by Ho et al.63 for the 3Σu

+

state.
We will only discuss the most relevant of the many theoretical

studies of Pd2. The papers that we discuss here are summarized
in Table 1. The first paper, by Xiao et al.,45 is on the relativistic
effect in Pd2. The properties of Pd2 were calculated with the
BP86 local functional and an all-electron basis set. Xiao et al.
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have shown that the electronic ground state of Pd2 is 3Σu
+ when

relativistic effects are included and the electronic ground state
is 1Σg

+ when relativistic effects are not included. Their finding
of a 3Σu

+ ground state using relativistic methods is in agreement
with other DFT calculations using RECPs.65-71 The relativistic
effect in the ground-state value ofDe(Pd2) values is 21 kcal/
mol.

The issue of relativistic effects explains,45 to some extent,
the initial determination of a singlet ground electronic state by
Shim et al.61 As mentioned in sections 2.A and 2.B, the ground
state of the Pd atom is (4d105s0),41 and the interaction of two
ground-state Pd atoms might be expected to generate a weak
van der Waals interaction;42 however, the interaction between
two Pd atoms in their first excited state, 4d95s1,41 will produce
a much strongerσ-type bond.42 Because the atomic promotion
energy is strongly affected by relativistic effects,44 the relativistic
stabilization of the 5s orbitals in the Pd atom leads to a
relativistic stabilization of the 5s-derivedσ-orbitals in Pd2. Thus,
the ground electronic state is determined largely by the 4d105s0

f 4d95s1 promotion energy.
Table 1 shows DFT results that are computed with the BP86

functional. The calculations by Nava et al.69 and Wu72 are with
RECPs, and the other calculation, by Xiao et al.,45 employs
an all-electron basis set with a relativistic Hamilitonian.
Comparing these Pd2 calculations, we can see that the bond
energies and bond lengths computed by Nava et al.69 and Xiao
et al.45 agree with each other to within 2 kcal/mol forDe(Pd2)
and 0.01 Å, respectively. The bond energy computed by Wu72

is significantly lower (∼15 kcal/mol) than the other two values,
and the bond length reported by Wu72 is ∼0.10 Å lower than
the other two values. The major difference between the Wu72

study and Nava et al.69 is the choice of RECP. Wu72 uses the
RECP by Stevens-Basch-Krauss-Jasien-Cundari,73-75 and
Nava et al.69 use one of the Stuttgart RECPs.76 (See section
3.D for more detail.) The results of Wu72 are also inconsistent
with the other DFT studies in Table 1; hence they will not be
considered further.

Two multireference WFT calculations are relevant.36,68 The
first calculation, by Balasubramanian,43 is a multireference
singles plus doubles configuration interaction calculation with
a Davidson correction77,78 (MRSDCI+Q). The second calcula-
tion is complete activation space second-order perturbation
theory79 (CASPT2) calculation by Cui et al.68 In both of these
calculations,De(Pd2) is approximately 20 kcal/mol. This is
significant because the B3LYP calculations in Table 1 predict
De(Pd2) to be approximately 20 kcal/mol, whereas the local
methods in Table 1 predictDe(Pd2) to be near 30 kcal/mol. Local
functionals often predict bond lengths that are too large, but it
has also been found38,70,80,81 that local methods are often
preferred for bonds involving transition metal atoms because
the effects of static correlation significantly reduce the quality
of the hybrid DFT calculation. In previous work,38 it was shown
that the effects of static correlation are not uniform for all
transition metal atoms, and Pd2 would seem to be a case where
hybrid DFT outperforms local DFT. This is not expected
because Ni2, where Ni is directly above Pd in the periodic table,
has strong multireference character.38 The assignment of Pd2

as single-reference system is still tentative (and therefore will
be readdressed with new calculations below) because the basis
sets and number of electrons correlated in the previous stud-
ies43,68 may be too small for quantitative work.

2.D. Pd2CO. Of the three molecules studied in this paper,
the Pd2CO system has received the least attention.22,29,36,37The
previous calculations are summarized in Table 1, and we will

discuss the results of Blomberg et al.22 first; they computedDe-
(Pd2-CO) with the CPF method and basis-A. We have included
the Blomberg et al. value22 for the sake of completeness, but
they assumed a1Σg

+ ground electronic state for the Pd2

dissociation product, whereas the correct electronic ground state
is 3Σu

+. They also used a geometry that was obtained in a
previous calculation31 where NRECPs were used instead of
RECPs. Dai et al.36 have also calculatedDe(Pd2-CO) using
the MRSDCI+Q method of electronic correlation and a RECP.
The value forDe(Pd2-CO) computed by Dai et al.36 is 75.5
kcal/mol, which is 20 kcal/mol larger than theDe(Pd2-CO) of
55 kcal/mol computed by Blomberg et al.22 The reported value
by Dai et al.36 is also for dissociation into the singlet state of
Pd2 and not the ground electronic state. We have adjusted the
De(Pd2-CO) of Dai et al.36 for dissociation into the ground
electronic state of Pd2 using earlier results43 from one of the
authors. In doing so, we obtain aDe(Pd2-CO) of 71.9 kcal/
mol. The difference of 20 kcal/mol between the CPF value of
De(Pd2-CO) and the MRSDCI+Q value of De(Pd2-CO) is
larger than expected and warrants a reinvestigation of this value
using ab initio WFT.

The remaining papers29,37,82 that we will discuss are DFT
studies in which hybrid and local DFT functionals were used.
In the paper by Nava et al.29 the issue was raised that hybrid
methods such as B3LYP will perform poorly for Pd2CO due
the inadequacy of Hartree-Fock wave functions to accurately
describe the bonding between transition metal atoms. As
discussed in section 2.C, there are several issues involved when
applying hybrid DFT methods to systems involving multiple
metal-metal bonds. These issues arise again in considering Pd2-
CO because the B3LYP bond energy disagrees with the
MRSDCI+Q bond energy36 by 13 kcal/mol, whereas the BP86
functional disagrees with the MRSDCI+Q bond energy36 by 9
kcal/mol. The best agreement between previous DFT calcula-
tions and the MRSDCI+Q bond energy36 of 72 kcal/mol is the
De(Pd2-CO) value of 75 kcal/mol computed by Rochefort37

with the Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof83 (PBE) local functional.
However, this result is somewhat inconsistent with the results
of Cui et al.68 One might expect that if Pd2CO had significant
amounts of static correlation that Pd2 would also have significant
amounts of static correlation, but the results of Cui et al.68

indicate that Pd2 does not have significant amounts of static
correlation. We will also present new calculations designed to
address whether the Pd2CO system has significant multireference
character, in addition to the calculations on the Pd2 and PdCO
molecules.

3. Computational Methods

3.A. Electron Correlation and Density Functional Theory
Methods. In this paper, the only WFT-based methods that we
use are CCSD(T) and CASPT2 (the latter results are discussed
only in the Appendix, which is in the Supporting Information).
The number of density functionals that we is use quite large
due to the number of exchange and correlation functionals that
are available in the literature that are deemed to be viable
candidates for studying fuel cells. In section 4 we test a selection
of popular DFT methods: the BLYP series, BLYP,47,59

B3LYP,47,59,84 B1LYP,47,59,85 and B3LYP*;47,59,86 the BP86
series, BP8647,48 and B3P86;47,48,84 the mWPW series, mP-
WPW,87,88mPW1PW,87,88and MPW1K;87-89 the OLYP series,
OLYP59,90 and O3LYP; 59,90,91 the PBE series, PBE83 and
PBEh;83,92 the TPSS series, TPSS93 and TPSSh;93 Minnesota
functionals, M05,94 M05-2X,94 PW6B95,95 and PWB6K;95

Becke-Handy-Tozer-Martin-type functionals, B98,96
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B97-1,97 B97-2,98 and BMK;99 the Xu-Goddard functional,
XLYP;59,100 and a few encouragingly accurate functionals
from our recent paper101 on organometallic and inorgano-
metallic chemistry, G96LYP,59,102 MOHLYP,59,90,101 and
MPWLYP1M.59,87,101In the mPW and PBE series, the func-
tionals differ only in the percentageX of Hartree-Fock
exchange. Note that some functionals have more than one name
in the literature; thus mPWPW is also called mPWPW91,
mPW1PW is also called MPW1PW91, mPW0, and MPW25,
and PBEh is also called PBE0 and PBE1PBE.

3.B. Software.The CCSD(T) and CASPT2 calculations were
carried out with Molpro, version 2002.6.103 The DFT calcula-
tions were carried out with and a locally modified version of
Gaussian 03, revision C.01,104 respectively, except for the XLYP
calculations. The XLYP calculations were carried out with
NWChem, version 4.7.105

3.C. Dipole Moments.The dipole moments for the DFT cal-
culations are computed as expectation values from the wave
function. For the CCSD(T) calculations, the dipole moments
are calculated by applying the finite field technique and using
electric fields of 0,(0.0025, and(0.005 au. We report the
dipole moments to three significant figures as the calculations
with electric fields of(0.0025 and(0.005 au agreed to within
0.01 D.

3.D. Basis Sets and Effective Core Potentials.We will
discuss several basis set/RECP combinations in this paper. One
basis set/RECP combination is the TZQ101 basis set, which uses
a (8s8p6d4f/4s4p4d3f) valence electron basis set for Pd and the
MG3 basis set106 for C and O. (The MG3 basis set is equivalent
to the 6-311+G(2df) basis107 set for C and O.) The RECP used
for Pd in the TZQ basis set is the one developed by Stevens-
Basch-Krauss-Jasien-Cundari.73-75 This RECP is referred to
in some publications as SBKJC and as CEP in others, where
CEP stands for compact effective potential. We also use two
basis sets from the recent paper by Quintal et al.108 that are
denoted as MTZ and MQZ. The MTZ basis set uses a
(9s8p7d3f2g/7s6p4d3f2g) valence electron basis set for Pd and
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set109 for C and O. The MQZ basis set
uses a (12s11p9d5f4g3h/8s7p7d5f4g3h) valence electron basis
set for Pd and the aug-cc-pVQZ109 basis set for C and O. The
RECP used in the MTZ and MQZ basis sets is the M(Z-28)-
Wood-Boring model,55 denoted MWB28. We note that the

MWB28 RECP is part of the Stuttgart-Dresden-Dunning
(SDD) family76 of RECPs.

We will also use different basis sets for discussing the issue
of multireference character in these systems. For Pd, we will
use a modified form of the MQZ basis set called MQZh, which
is the MQZ basis set with no h-functions. The aug-cc-pVQZ
basis set for C and O is used with the MQZh basis set. We will
also compute the bond energies of V2 and Cu2 with the all-
electron cc-pwCVTZ basis sets of Balabanov and Peterson.110

3.E. Core Electrons. The RECPs used in this paper are
termed small-core RECPs, which this means that the [Ar]3d10

electrons are replaced with the RECP and the 4s24p6 electrons
are not included in the RECP. (A large-core RECP would
include the 4s24p6 electrons in the RECP.) The 4s24p6 electrons
are always treated explicitly in the self-consistent field step of
the DFT and CCSD(T) calculations in this article, but we will
explore two choices for the issue of correlating these electrons
using CCSD(T). The notation that we will adopt is CCSD(T)/
basis-sc if the 4s24p6 electrons are correlated and CCSD(T)/
basis-lc if the 4s24p6 electrons are not correlated, where “basis”
can be TZQ, MTZ, or MQZ. In this context, “sc” and “lc” refer
to small core and large core. We always use a small-core RECP,
but the “sc” and “lc” notation indicates how many electrons
are correlated in the post-self-consistent field steps.

4. Results and Discussion

4.A. Static Correlation. A topic that was mentioned several
times in section 2 is the effect of static correlation on the
computed bond energies. In this section, we compare three
different diagnostics for determining whether a system has
significant multireference character, and in addition to Pd,
PdCO, Pd2, and Pd2CO, we also include the six molecules of
the AE6 database and two transition metal dimers (V2 and Cu2)
in the comparison. The AE6 database was chosen, because it is
a collection of main group atomization energies, and all of the
molecules are considered single-reference cases. The V2 and
Cu2 molecules were included because in previous work38 V2

was determined to be a severely multireference dimer while Cu2

was determined to be a single-reference dimer.
In Table 2, we give theT1-diagnostic111 and the B1-

diagnostic101 values for the molecules in AE6, V2, Cu2, and the

TABLE 2: T1-Diagnostics,B1-Diagnostics, and CCSD(T) Equilibrium Dissociation Energies and Excitation Energies for the
Molecules in AE6 and Several Transition-Metal-Containing Molecules

molecule basis set T1-diagnostic B1-diagnostice HF orbitals KS orbitals

Atomization Energies
propyne (C3H4) aug-cc-pVTZ 0.011 1.7 617.6 617.8
glyoxal (C2H2O2) aug-cc-pVTZ 0.016 5.0 689.3 689.2
cyclobutane (C4H8) aug-cc-pVTZ 0.008 0.6 1128.6 1128.5
silane (SiH4) aug-cc-pVTZ 0.011 0.6 318.1 317.6
SiO aug-cc-pVTZ 0.026 13.8 182.8 183.0
S2 aug-cc-pVTZ 0.008 8.2 94.4 94.2
V2 cc-pwCVTZ 0.040 64.6 49.4a 59.0b

Cu2 cc-pwCVTZ 0.021 7.7 41.7c 43.5d

Transition Energies
Pd (4d105s0) MQZ-h 0.009
Pd (4d95s1) MQZ-h 0.017 16.1 16.6

Bond Energies
PdCOf MQZ-h 0.023 10.2 44.8i 45.8i

Pd2
g MQZ-h 0.054 9.3 18.6i 19.6i

Pd2COh MQZ-h 0.026 10.7 71.0i 71.9i

a The optimum geometry is 1.752 Å.b The optimum geometry is 1.753 Å.c The optimum geometry is 2.529 Å.d The optimum geometry is
2.526 Å.e Divided by the number of bonds broken and 1 kcal/mol. The process is atomization except for PdCO, where it involves dissociation to
Pd + CO, and Pd2CO, where it involves dissociation to Pd2 + CO. The latter two processes each break one bond, as does atomization of SiO, S2,
V2, and Cu2. f Dissociation into Pd(4d105s0) + CO. g Dissociation into Pd(4d105s0) atoms.h Dissociation into Pd2(3Σu

+) + CO. i CCSD(T)/MQZ-
sc-optimized geometries.
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Pd systems that we have studied in this paper. The recommended
values of theT1-diagnostic andB1-diagnostic are 0.02 and 10.0,
(theB1-diagnostic value is divided by 1 kcal/mol to produce a
unitless diagnostic); that is, a system or bond dissociation
process should be considered to require multireference methods
(in WFT) or no Hartree-Fock exchange (in DFT) if the
diagnostic exceeds these values.101,111 (Note that the T1-
diagnostic value refers to the system itself, whereas theB1-
diagnostic value refers to a bond-breaking process, either
breaking one bond or atomization, which breaks them all. The
B1-diagnostic value is always divided by the number of bonds
broken to express it on per bond basis.)

For five of the six molecules in AE6, theT1-diagnostic values
are less than 0.02. For SiO, theT1-diagnostic value is 0.026.
Furthermore, SiO has aB1-diagnostic value of 13.8, and SiO is
the only molecule in the AE6 database that has aB1-diagnostic
value greater than 10. (Thus SiO has mild multireference
character.)

We can see that theT1- andB1-diagnostics both make a clear
distinction between V2 and Cu2. For V2, the T1- and B1-
diagnostic values are 0.040 and 64.6, respectively, which are
much larger than the nonminal single-reference/multireference
borderline values of 0.02 and 10.0. For Cu2, the T1- and B1-
diagnostic values are 0.021 and 7.7 kcal/mol, which are near
the border. These two diagnostics indicate that V2 is a severe
multireference case and Cu2 is a single-reference case, which
agrees with our previous assessment38 and confirms the useful-
ness of both diagnostics.

With these diagnostics at our disposal, the PdCO and Pd2-
CO systems appear to be single-reference or borderline cases.
The T1-diagnostic values for PdCO and Pd2CO are 0.023 and
0.026, respectively, and the correspondingB1-diagnostic values
are 10.2 and 10.7, respectively. Pd2 is a single-reference system
based on theB1-diagnostic value of 9.3, but it should be treated
with multireference methods based on theT1-diagnostic value
of 0.054. There is also some question regarding the recom-
mendedT1-diagnostic value for open-shell systems, and theT1-
diagnostic may not be a reliable indicator of multireference
character for these systems.112

As an alternative diagnostic, we compute and compare the
properties from CCSD(T) using two different sets of reference
orbitals. Our supposition is that single-reference systems will
be insensitive to the choice of reference orbitals and the
multireference systems will be sensitive to the choice of
reference orbitals. For our tests, one set of orbitals is obtained
from a Hartree-Fock calculation, and the other is obtained from
a DFT calculation. This approach has been described by
Villaume et al.113 and utilized by Beran et al.114 As an initial
validation of the this technique, we compute the atomization
energies for the molecules in AE6 using Hartree-Fock and
Kohn-Sham orbitals, where the Kohn-Sham orbitals are
obtained from a BLYP calculation. The AE6 atomization
energies computed with Hartree-Fock orbitals and Kohn-Sham
orbitals are given in the last two columns of Table 2. We note
that there is good agreement between both sets of calculations.
The largest difference for atomization energies is for silane,
where the CCSD(T) calculations based on the two sets of
orbitals yield atomization energies of 318.1 and 317.5 kcal/
mol. This is a difference of 0.6 kcal/mol, and we find a 0.1-
0.2 kcal/mol difference in atomization energies between the
Hartree-Fock and Kohn-Sham reference calculations for the
remaining five molecules in AE6.

For the two transition metal dimers, V2 and Cu2, we can see
V2 is much more sensitive to the choice of reference orbitals

than Cu2 or any of the molecules in AE6. The V2 atomization
energies with the Hartree-Fock and Kohn-Sham references
are 49.4 and 59.0 kcal/mol, respectively. (The accurate experi-
mental bond energy for V2 is 64.2 kcal/mol.64) This difference
of 9.6 kcal/mol is significantly larger than what we see with
AE6 and Cu2. For Cu2, the atomization energies calculated with
the Hartree-Fock and Kohn-Sham references are 41.7 and 43.5
kcal/mol, which is a difference of 1.7 kcal/mol. (The accurate
experimental bond energy for Cu2 is 47.2 kcal/mol.64) The value
of 1.8 kcal/mol is still larger than that for any molecule in AE6,
but 1.8 versus 9.6 kcal/mol demonstrates that Cu2 has less
multireference character than V2.

The CCSD(T) geometries for V2 and Cu2 were also optimized
using Hartree-Fock and Kohn-Sham orbitals before computing
their respective atomization energies. We found that the
geometries do not depend sensitively on the choice of reference
orbitals. For V2, the CCSD(T) bond lengths with the Hartree-
Fock and Kohn-Sham orbitals are 1.752 and 1.753 Å,
respectively. For Cu2, the bond lengths with the Hartree-Fock
and Kohn-Sham orbitals are 2.229 and 2.226 Å, respectively.
The experimental bond lengths for V2 and Cu2 are 1.77 and
2.22 Å, respectively.64

For the four Pd systems, we have computedTe(4d105s0 f
4d95s1), De(Pd-CO), De(Pd2), and De(Pd2-CO) using the
MQZh basis set. On the basis of our experience with V2 and
Cu2, we did not expect the geometries to be very sensitive to
the choice of reference orbitals; therefore, we used the CCSD-
(T)/MQZh-sc geometries for these calculations. From Table 2,
we can see that the Pd systems are less sensitive to the reference
orbitals than the Cu2 and V2 systems. The PdCO and Pd2 bond
energies are the most sensitive to the choice of reference orbitals.
The difference in bond energies between the Hartree-Fock and
Kohn-Sham reference calculations is 1.0 kcal/mol for both of
these systems, which is similar in magnitude to the largest
difference in AE6.

The results in this section may be summarized as follows:
TheT1-diagnostic predicts large multireference character for Pd2

and borderline character for PdCO and Pd2CO, theB1-diagnostic
indicates that all of these systems are borderline, and the
reference-orbital diagnostic indicates that all three are single-
reference types. TheT1-diagnostic and reference-orbital diag-
nostic indicate that the Pd atom has single-reference character.
We accept the reference-orbital tests as the most reliable, and
we conclude that all four systems may be treated reliably by
single-reference methods such as CCSD(T).

4.B. CCSD(T) Results. The CCSD(T) results with six
combinations of which electrons are correlated and which basis
sets are used are given in Table 3.

4.B.1. Pd Atom.We will first discuss the atomic excitation
energies,Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1). We note first that the effect of
correlating the 4s24p6 electrons on Pd is nonneglible and lowers
Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) by 4-6 kcal/mol depending on which basis
set is used.Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) depends slightly on the basis
set, as the values computed with CCSD(T)/TZQ-lc, CCSD(T)/
MTZ-lc, and CCSD(T)/MQZ-lc are 24.6, 20.4, and 21.9 kcal/
mol, respectively. The overall basis set dependence for the large-
core calculations is∼2 kcal/mol. The basis set dependence for
the small-core calculations is also∼2 kcal/mol, as the computed
transition energies with CCSD(T)/TZQ-sc, CCSD(T)/MTZ-sc,
and CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc are 17.0, 16.2, and 17.8 kcal/mol,
respectively.

The most accurate value,Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) ) 17.8 kcal/
mol, is obtained with the MQZ basis set and correlation of the
4s24p6 electrons as well as the 4d105s0 electrons. The error in
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CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc is less than 1 kcal/mol when compared to
the experimental value. The CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc result is also in
good agreement with Filatov’s value27 for Te(4d105s0 f 4d9-
5s1) of 18.1 kcal/mol. This is an additional validation of the
RECP approach for the Pd atom and is in accord with previous
studies using the MWB28 RECP.55

4.B.2. Basis Set Effects.We will next discuss the effect of
basis sets onDe(Pd-CO), De(Pd2), andDe(Pd2-CO). We use
the relative magnitude of the counterpoise correction as an
indicator of the reliability of the basis set. The counterpoise-
corrected bond energies are calculated as115

whereDe(A-B)/cp is the counterpoise-corrected bond energy
of molecule AB dissociating into fragments A and B. The
subscripts after the molecular species denote the geometry used,
and the superscripts refer to the basis set used. For example,

the subscript A‚B denotes the optimum geometry of the AB
complex and the subscript A denotes the optimum geometry of
fragment A; furthermore, the superscript a∪b denotes the basis
functions associated with fragments A and B, and the superscript
a denotes basis set associated with fragment A.

The two triple-ú basis sets (TZQ and MTZ) are considered
unreliable for use with the CCSD(T) method because the
counterpoise corrections for these bases are very large, especially
for the small-core calculations. It can be argued that that TZQ
and MTZ basis sets are not properly polarized for correlation
of the 4s24p6 electrons on Pd as their tighest f functions have
exponents of 3.6 and 2.2, respectively, whereas the tighest f
function in the MQZ basis set has an exponent of 11.4. Even if
we focus on the large-core calculations where the 4s24p6

electrons are not correlated, the counterpoise corrections forDe-
(Pd2-CO) with the TZQ and MTZ bases are 5 and 7 kcal/mol,
respectively. The largest counterpoise correction for the MQZ
basis set, regardless of how many electrons are correlated, is
1.8 kcal/mol.

It is also possible to calculate the contribution of counterpoise
correction for one of the two fragments by

TABLE 3: CCSD(T) Results, the Bond Dissociation Energy,De, for the Dissociation of PdCO into Pd and CO, Given in
kcal/mol, and the Bond Lengths,re, for PdCO, Given in Å

PdCO

re(Pd-CO) re(PdC-O) De(Pd-CO) De(Pd-CO)/cpa µ ∆re(CO)b

Large Corec

TZQ 1.862 1.145 39.7 34.2 2.48 0.011
MTZ 1.839 1.148 42.6 41.0 2.53 0.012
MQZ 1.840 1.144 41.0 40.3 2.49 0.012

Small Cored

TZQ 1.841 1.146 50.0 37.0 2.57 0.012
MTZ 1.799 1.133 53.0 40.7 2.55 0.013
MQZ 1.834 1.144 43.8 42.8 2.50 0.012

Pd2

re(Pd2) De(Pd2) De(Pd2)/cpa

Large Corec

TZQ 2.456 10.2 4.3
MTZ 2.438 13.9 10.9
MQZ 2.417 11.3 10.9

Small Cored

TZQ 2.441 26.4 11.7
MTZ 2.419 27.1 17.0
MQZ 2.417 17.5 16.9

Pd2CO

re(Pd-PdCO) re(Pd2-CO) re(Pd2C-O) De(Pd2-CO) De(Pd2-CO)/cpa µ ∆re(CO)a

Large Corec

TZQ 2.629 1.934 1.169 69.3 62.4 2.81 0.035
MTZ 2.588 1.912 1.173 72.7 65.5 2.86 0.037
MQZ 2.582 1.913 1.168 71.2 69.8 2.84 0.036

Small Cored

TZQ 73.4 59.4 2.78
MTZ 82.5 63.0 2.82
MQZ 70.3 68.5 2.81

Pd

Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1)e Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1)e

Large Corec Small Cored

TZQ 24.60 TZQ 17.02
MTZ 20.44 MTZ 16.25
MQZ 21.90 MQZ 17.79

a Counterpoise-corrected results.b ∆re(CO) ) re(PdnC-O) - re(CO), wheren ) 1 or 2 andre(CO) is the equilibrium bond length of CO.c The
4s24p6 electrons on Pd and the 1s2 electrons on C and O were not correlated.d The 1s2 electrons on C and O were frozen during the correlation
treatment.e A quantity of 3.15 kcal/mol was subtracted from the calculated value to account for spin-orbit coupling.

De(A-B)/cp ) [Ea(A)A - Ea(A)A‚B] + [Eb(B)B - Eb

(B)A‚B] - [Ea∪b(A‚B)A‚B - Ea∪b(A)A‚B - Ea∪b(B)A‚B] (1)
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where the counterpoise correction is only applied to fragment
A in eq 2. (Fragment A can be either CO or Pdn.) A breakdown
of the counterpoise corrections for PdCO and Pd2CO is given
in Table 4, where we list the total counterpoise corrections and
contributions from the CO and Pdn fragments. We can see from
Table 4 that the basis set inadequacies are mainly due to the
Pd basis and not the C and O basis sets. In all cases, the
counterpoise corrections due to the CO fragment are less than
2 kcal/mol, whereas the counterpoise corrections on the Pdn

fragment are 1-19 kcal/mol.
4.B.3. PdCO.Turning now to Pd-CO, our results in Table

3 show that the effect of correlating the 4s and 4p electrons
can be on the order of 2 kcal/mol with the MQZ basis set. The
most likely explanation for the differences between the Blomberg
et al.22 and Filatov27 results is a combination of basis set size
effects and the differing numbers of correlated electrons. In light
of these considerations, we take the most accurate literature
results to be the values reported by Filatov.

The De(Pd-CO) computed with the CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc
combination agrees very well with the Filatov result when
counterpoise corrections are not included. The bond energies
calculated with CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc and by Filatov are 43.8 and
42.8 kcal/mol, respectively. When counterpoise corrections are
included, the bond energies calculated with CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc
and by Filatov are 42.0 and 38.5 kcal/mol, respectively. We
believe that our result is more reliable than Filatov’s result
because our valence electron basis set is much larger than the
one used by Filatov, and it is likely that his counterpoise
correction is an overestimate. Furthermore, the difference
between the two calculations is significantly smaller than any
of the reported relativistic effects. If our results were closer to
his nonrelativistic result, then we would conclude that the RECP
approach is inappropriate for PdCO, but two different RECPs
give results that are consistently closer to the relativisticDe-
(Pd-CO) andre(Pd-CO) values. The recommended value for
De(Pd-CO) is therefore 42.9( 1 kcal/mol, which is the average
of 43.8 and 42.0 kcal/mol.

The bond lengths computed with the CCSD(T) correlation
treatment and MQZ method also agree well with the experi-
mental results. The CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc and experimental values
for re(Pd-CO) are 1.834 and 1.843 Å, respectively.

4.B.4. Pd2. The CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc value ofDe(Pd2) is 16.9
kcal/mol, which is less than the recommended42,62experimental
value of 24( 4 kcal/mol. The value of 24( 4 kcal/mol is
based on molecular parameters that were computed with
nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock/configuration interaction theory.
The calculation is quantitatively and qualitatively inaccurate,
as the ground state used,1Σg

+, is incorrect and relativistic effects
are nonnegligible. In light of the problems with the experimental
number, the 7 kcal/mol difference between the experimental
and CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc values forDe(Pd2) is not a major
concern, and we recommend 16.9 kcal/mol as the benchmark
value for Pd2.

Another literature result worth comparing to is the MRSDCI+Q
calculation of Balasubramanian,43 where the value calculated
for De(Pd2) is 19.8 kcal/mol. The difference between our CCSD-
(T)/MQZ-sc number and the MRSDCI+Q number is 3.1 kcal/
mol. We believe that the CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc number is more
accurate than the other two results because we correlated more
electrons and because our basis set is considerably larger. The
MRSDCI+Q calculation does not include f polarization func-

tions, and the basis set is small enough that the counterpoise
correction is likely nonnegligible.

In Table 5, we present the dissociation energy for Pd2 in the
1Σg

+ electronic state, along with the optimized bond lengths,
re, for the 1Σg

+ state of Pd2, and adiabatic transition energies
for the3Σu

- f 1Σg
+ transition. We denote this quantityTe(3Σu

-

f 1Σg
+).

As was discussed in section 2.C, the1Σg
+ state is sometimes

expected to be a van der Waals dimer. We can see from the
CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc calculation that the bond energy of this state,
9.1 kcal/mol, is too strong to be considered a van der Waals
interaction. For example, the bond energies of the homonuclear
rare gas dimers (He, Ne, and Ar) are all less than 0.5 kcal/
mol.116 Even the Zn dimer, which is also described as a van
der Waals dimer,117 also has a well depth of less than 1 kcal/
mol.118 By comparison to these well-known van der Waals
systems, we conclude that the1Σg

+ state of Pd2 is not a van der
Waals dimer but is better described as a configuration interaction
mixture of a van der Waals configuration and a weakσ-bond.

The most accurateTe(3Σu
- f 1Σg

+) is the counterpoise-
corrected CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc calculation, whereTe(3Σu

- f1Σg
+)

) 7.8 kcal/mol. The value ofTe(3Σu
- f 1Σg

+) is strongly
influenced by the accuracy ofTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) for the atom.
The CCSD(T)/TZQ-lc calculation has the largest error inTe(4d10-
5s0 f 4d95s1) for the atom, where the transition is overestimated
by 4 kcal/mol (Table 3). Because the 5s orbitals are too high in
energy, the 5s-derivedσ-orbitals will also be too high in energy,
which will lead to an incorrect3Σu

- f 1Σg
+ transition energy.

We can see, consistently with this argument, that the CCSD-
(T)/TZQ-lc calculation predicts the incorrect ground state for
Pd2. In fact, all of the large-core calculations have a much
smallerTe(3Σu

- f 1Σg
+) value than the small-core calculations,

which is consistent with the large-core calculations all overes-
timating Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) for the atom.

De(A-B)/cp ) [Ea(A)A - Ea(A)A‚B] - [Ea∪b(A‚B)A‚B -

Ea∪b(A)A‚B - Eb(B)B] (2)

TABLE 4: Counterpoise Corrections (in kcal/mol) Given to
Dissociation Energies of PdnCO (n ) 1,2) for the Entire
Molecule and for the Contributions of the Pdn and CO
Fragment

De(Pd-CO) De(Pd2-CO)

PdCO Pd CO Pd2CO Pd2 CO

Large Corea

TZQ 5.49 4.19 1.30 6.91 4.97 1.94
MTZ 3.86 3.20 0.66 7.19 6.21 0.97
MQZ 0.67 0.42 0.26 1.39 0.99 0.39

Small Coreb

TZQ 12.91 11.58 1.34 13.98 12.04 1.94
MTZ 12.28 11.60 0.69 19.49 18.52 0.97
MQZ 0.94 0.69 0.26 1.83 1.43 0.39

a The 4s24p6 electrons on Pd and the 1s2 electrons on C and O were
frozen during the correlation treatment.b The 1s2 electrons on C and
O were frozen during the correlation treatment.

TABLE 5: CCSD(T) Results, the Bond Dissociation Energy,
De, for the Dissociation of Pd2(1Σg

+) into Ground-State Pd
Atoms, the Equilibrium Bond Length, re, of Pd2(1Σg

+), and
the Adiabatic Transition Energy, Te, for the 3Σu

+ f 1Σg
+

Transition

De De/cp re Te Te/cp

Large Corea

TZQ 10.6 5.7 2.788 -0.3 -1.4
MTZ 9.8 7.5 2.735 4.2 3.4
MQZ 8.2 7.9 2.728 3.1 3.0

Small Coreb

TZQ 18.7 6.4 2.683 7.7 5.3
MTZ 16.6 8.6 2.655 10.5 8.4
MQZ 9.5 9.1 2.704 8.0 7.8
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4.B.5. Pd2CO.The geometries for Pd2CO were optimized with
the 4s24p6 electrons uncorrelated to keep the CPU cost for a
CCSD(T) geometry optimization down. On the basis of the
PdCO and Pd2 results, we can conclude that the effect of
correlating the 4s24p6 electrons would have affected the bond
lengths by less than 0.01 Å. We assume that the most accurate
value ofDe(Pd2-CO) is 69.4( 1 kcal/mol, which is the average
of CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc and counterpoise-corrected CCSD(T)/
MQZ-sc values.

OurDe(Pd2-CO) value of 69.4 kcal/mol is in good agreement
with the value not counterpoise corrected of 71.9 kcal/mol
computed by Dai et al.36 This agreement is most likely
coincidental, because the basis set used by Dai et al.36 is far to
small for quantitative work, and the counterpoise corrections
would be nonnegligible. For example, the CCSD(T)/TZQ
calculation where the 4s24p6 electrons on Pd are not correlated
is the most similar to the Dai et al. calculation with respect to
numbers of electrons correlated and basis set size, and the
counterpoise correction for this CCSD(T) result is over 7 kcal/
mol.

4.B.6. Dipole Moments.We assume that the dipole moments
calculated with the CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc method are the most
accurate. One interesting feature is that the dipole moments are
fairly insensitive to the number of correlated electrons, as the
CCSD(T)/MQZ-lc and CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc dipoles differ by
0.01-0.03 D. The most accurate dipole moments for PdCO and
Pd2CO are 2.50 and 2.81 D, respectively. Even though this paper
is mainly about the energetic properties, we included the dipole
moments because it was recently pointed out by Bulat et al.119

that despite the increasing accuracy of DFT for properties such
as bond energies and bond lengths, it often does poorly for
dipole moments and other properties that control responses to
electric fields. We hope that our CCSD(T) dipole moments will
be useful as additional benchmark values for technologically
important systems such as PdnCO.

4.C. DFT Results. DFT methods generally show smaller
counterpoise corrections than WFT methods. We examined the
counterpoise results for several DFT methods and found that
they were less than 1 kcal/mol for the MQZ basis set and less
than 2 kcal/mol for TZQ basis set. We therefore will not
consider counterpoise corrections for the DFT methods.

4.C.1. Pd and Pd2. We will begin our DFT discussion by
examining how accurately DFT methods can describeTe(4d10-
5s0 f 4d95s1). The results with the TZQ and MQZ basis sets
are given in Table 6. In general, most of the DFT methods are
within 2-5 kcal/mol of the experimental or CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc
value. Including Hartree-Fock exchange lowersTe(4d105s0 f
4d95s1). For example, theTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) values with
BLYP, B3LYP*, B3LYP, and B1LYP with the MQZ basis set
are 14,9, 14.8, 14.3, and 13.3 kcal/mol, respectively, and the
percentages of Hartree-Fock exchange in these methods are
0%, 15%, 20%, and 25%, respectively. We can see a similar
trend by comparing local functionals to their hybrid comple-
ments; for example, the PBE and PBEh values ofTe(4d105s0 f
4d95s1) are 18.9 and 17.6 kcal/mol, respectively. This trend is
well understood in that Hartree-Fock theory favors high-spin
states bcause it includes the Fermi hole for electrons of the same
spin but not the Coulomb hole for opposite-spin electrons.

The methods with the largest errors forTe(4d105s0 f 4d9-
5s1) are BMK and M05, whereTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) ) -10.1
and 33.2 kcal/mol, respectively, with the MQZ basis set. The
M05-2X functional with the MQZ basis set, which has the same
functional form as M05 but a different parameter set, gives the
most accurate functional with the MQZ basis set when compared

with an experimental value of 21.9 kcal/mol. (The M05-2X/
MQZ computed Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) is 19.1 kcal/mol.)
However, there is significant basis set dependence forTe(4d10-
5s0 f 4d95s1), because M05-2X is the most accurate functional
with the MQZ basis set, but it is the sixth most inaccurate
functional with the smaller TZQ basis set. BLYP is the most
accurate DFT method forTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) with the TZQ
basis set but is not particulary accurate with the MQZ basis
set. (The BLYP/TZQ and BLYP/MQZ computed values of
Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) are 18.9 and 14.9 kcal/mol, respectively.)

We will also discuss the Pd2 molecule in this section so that
later we will can relate the errors in the dimer to the errors in
the Pd atom. The dissociation energies are reported with isolated
Pd atoms in their ground states. We note that the ground states
for Pd and Pd2 predicted by each DFT method are not always
correct, and we will use the ground state predicted by each
method when we calculateDe. TheTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) values
for each method are given in Table 6, so the reportedDe can
easily be converted so that it corresponds to a different
asymptote, if desired.

In Table 6 we have computed the dissociation energies for
Pd2 in the 3Σu

- and1Σg
+ electronic states with the TZQ basis

set. The most notable error is that some functionals predict that
the 1Σg

+ electronic state is lower in energy than the3Σu
-

electronic state for Pd2. The functionals that have this deficiency

TABLE 6: DFT Results, the Atomic Transition Energy, Te,
for the 4d105s0 f 4d95s1 Transition in the Pd Atom and
Dissociation Energy,De, and Bond Length, re, for Pd2
Computed with the TZQ and MQZ Basis Sets

TZQ MQZ

De(Pd2) re(Pd2)

method Te
a 3Σu

+ 1Σg
+ 3Σu

+ 1Σg
+ Te

a De(Pd2) re(Pd2)

BLYP 18.91 25.8 18.2 2.527 2.749 14.92 30.8 2.500
B1LYP 16.77 16.9 9.8 2.519 2.789 13.26 21.4 2.498
B3LYP 18.06 18.6 11.4 2.512 2.768 14.31 23.1 2.488
B3LYP* 18.57 21.3 13.5 2.506 2.768 14.79 26.0 2.483

BP86 19.29 29.2 20.4 2.488 2.702 14.94 34.4 2.461
B3P86 19.27 20.7 13.2 2.475 2.720 15.59 25.4 2.453

mPWPW91 19.50 28.2 19.8 2.491 2.710 15.35 33.0 2.464
mPW1PW91 17.72 18.4 11.0 2.484 2.747 14.22 22.7 2.463
MPW1K 16.48 12.4 7.8 2.484 2.787 13.13 16.3 2.467

OLYP 25.26 13.7 10.6 2.512 2.784 20.98 16.7 2.482
O3LYP 23.78 11.4 8.2 2.502 2.794 19.73 16.3 2.476

PBE 19.52 28.8 20.5 2.491 2.708 15.74 33.8 2.464
PBEh 17.97 19.0 11.6 2.483 2.744 14.40 23.5 2.462

M05 35.72 -0.6 8.9 2.554 2.848 33.21 8.4 2.828
M05-2X 21.29 7.5 9.6 2.505 2.815 19.09 10.9 2.491
PWB6K 18.99 10.2 8.2 2.489 2.792 15.73 14.3 2.473
PW6B95 20.32 15.8 10.9 2.491 2.759 16.70 20.2 2.471

TPSS 17.56 30.0 19.6 2.482 2.710 13.54 35.2 2.456
TPSSh 16.80 25.7 15.4 2.480 2.699 13.18 30.7 2.457

B97-1 20.35 18.8 11.9 2.517 2.779 17.35 14.4 2.489
B97-2 27.53 3.3 9.8 2.503 2.773 24.00 7.4 2.475
B98 19.90 18.3 11.3 2.508 2.778 17.31 13.6 2.483
BMKa -6.60 29.5 12.4 2.597 2.808-10.07 52.0 2.578

G96LYP 18.93 24.5 16.6 2.514 2.738 14.62 29.6 2.486
mPWLYP1M 18.48 25.2 17.1 2.522 2.748 14.91 29.9 2.497
MOHLYP 26.51 2.0 3.4 2.586 2.784 22.28 6.9 2.552
XLYP 18.81 25.4 23.1 2.533 2.757 14.92 30.2 2.506

a A quantity of 3.15 kcal/mol was subtracted from the calculated
value to account for spin-orbit coupling.b Calculated relative to the
4d95s1 asymptote.c Only the results for the1Σg

+ electronic state are
reported for the MQZ basis set.De(Pd2) andre(Pd2) for the 3Σu

+ state
are 2.0 kcal/mol and 2.537 Å, respectively.
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are B97-2, M05, M05-2X, and MOHLYP, and these methods
all overestimateTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) by a minimum of 2.5 kcal/
mol when compared to the experimental value.

As stated earlier, M05-2X has a large error with the TZQ
basis set forTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) but a very small error for
Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) with the MQZ basis set. We attribute the
incorrect ordering of the Pd2 electronic states with the TZQ basis
set to the error inTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1). With the MQZ basis
set, the computedDe(Pd2) values for the3Σu

- and1Σg
+ electronic

states are 10.9 and 8.7 kcal/mol, respectively. We can see from
this example that improvement inTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) leads
to a correct ordering of the electronic states when the M05-
2X functional is used. We do not report additional results for
the 1Σg

+ state of Pd2 with the MQZ basis set because the TZQ
results are enough to show the relative importance of having
an accurate prediction ofTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1).

The O3LYP functional with the TZQ basis set has an error
greater than 2.5 kcal/mol forTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) but still
predicts the correct ordering of the3Σu

- and 1Σg
+ electronic

states; however, the O3LYP functional underestimates the3Σu
-

to 1Σg
+ transition energy by 5 kcal/mol. Another consequnce

of overestimatingTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) with the TZQ basis set
is an underestimation ofDe(Pd2). However, improving the basis
set by using the MQZ basis set improves theTe(4d105s0 f 4d9-
5s1) excitation energy for O3LYP substantially and significantly
reduces the error forDe(Pd2). In fact, O3LYP is the second most
accurate method forTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) with the MQZ basis
set and is the most accurate method forDe(Pd2) with the MQZ
basis set.

The final DFT functional that we discuss is BMK, which
overestimatesDe(Pd2) for the 3Σu

- electronic state by 22 kcal/
mol with both the TZQ and the MQZ basis sets. Part of the
reason for this overestimation is that BMK predicts a ground
state of 4d95s1 for the Pd atom. Theσ-bonding orbitals in Pd2
are derived from the 5s orbitals, which are overstabilized when
the BMK functional is used. The error would be larger if we
computed the error relative to the 4d105s0 atoms.

All of the DFT methods overestimatere(Pd2) with the TZQ
and MQZ basis sets. We will only discuss the results with the
MQZ basis set here. The most accurate method forre(Pd2) is
B3P86 with an error of 0.036 Å andre(Pd2) ) 2.453 Å. (The
accurate value ofre(Pd2) ) 2.417 Å used for this test is the
CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc value from Table 4.) The inclusion of
Hartree-Fock exchange into the functional has a relatively small
effect onre(Pd2). For example, compare PBE to PBEh, TPSS
to TPSSh, and mPWPW to MPW1K. In all of the cases, the
bond length of the local functional and its hybrid counterpart
differ by less than 0.003 Å. Also, the effect of Hartree-Fock
exchange onre(Pd2) is not always linear. For example, mPWPW,
mPW1PW, and MPW1K have 0%, 25%, and 42.8% Hartree-
Fock exchange, respectively, and the calculatedre(Pd2) values
for these three methods are 2.464, 2.463, and 2.467 Å,
respectively. A variance inre(Pd2) of greater than 0.01 Å is
seen in the BLYP series (BLYP, B3LYP*, B3LYP, and
B1LYP). BLYP and B1LYP differ only in the percentage of
Hartree-Fock exchange, andre(Pd2) values for these two
methods are 2.500 and 2.498 Å, respectively. B3LYP, however,
also scales the gradient-corrected exchange and correlation
energy, and this has a much larger effect on the bond lengh, as
re(Pd2) ) 2.488 Å for B3LYP, which is 0.012 Å smaller than
that for BLYP. The relationship is similar with BP86 and B3P86,
wherere(Pd2) ) 2.461 and 2.453 Å, respectively. We can see

from this that the fraction of Hartree-Fock exchange is not
the parameter in the density functional to whichre(Pd2) is most
sensitive.

4.C.2. PdCO and Pd2CO. The results for the bond energies
and the dipole moments with the TZQ and MQZ basis sets are
given in Table 7. We will only discuss the MQZ basis set results
here. The method with the lowest error forDe(Pd-CO) in Table
7 is PW6B95, with a value of 42.9 kcal/mol and an error of 0.1
kcal/mol. The value ofDe(Pd2-CO) computed with PW6B95
is 64.4 kcal/mol and has an error of 3.9 kcal/mol.

The method that is the most accurate for bothDe(Pd-CO)
andDe(Pd2-CO) with the MQZ basis set is O3LYP, which has
errors in De(Pd-CO) andDe(Pd2-CO) of 0.4 and 3.1 kcal/
mol, respectively. From this we can see that the O3LYP method
is very accurate for Pd systems, as it does well forTe(4d105s0

f 4d95s1), De(Pd2), De(Pd-CO), andDe(Pd2-CO). If we were
to make our recommendations entirely on energetics, O3LYP
would be the preferred method.

The dipole moments are another example of how erratic the
errors in DFT methods can be. The most accurate method for
dipole moments is B3LYP*, which has errors inµ(Pd2CO) and
µ(PdCO) of 0.08 and 0.03 D, respectively. The performance of
the B3LYP* method, as shown in Tables 7 and 8, is, however,
only average forDe(Pd2), De(Pd-CO), andDe(Pd2-CO). The
O3LYP method, which is accurate for bond energies, is among
the more inaccurate methods for the dipole moments. O3LYP
has errors inµ(PdCO) andµ(Pd2CO) of 0.18 and 0.06 D,
respectively, for an average error in the dipoles of 0.12 D. This
average error of 0.12 D is the 19th highest error in dipoles of
the 29 functionals tested in this paper with the MQZ basis set.

All of the DFT methods are qualitatively correct for the dipole
moments in thatµ(Pd2CO) is greater in magnitude than
µ(PdCO). (The CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc dipole moments forµ(PdCO)
andµ(Pd2CO) are 2.49 and 2.81 D, respectively.) The hybrid
methods, in general, overestimate bothµ(PdCO) andµ(Pd2CO),
whereas the local methods overestimateµ(PdCO) and under-
estimateµ(Pd2CO). For example, the errors inµ(PdCO) and
µ(Pd2CO) for PBE are+0.07 and-0.16 D, respectively, and
the errors inµ(PdCO) andµ(Pd2CO) for PBEh are 0.16 and
0.10 D, respertively. Similar trends can be seen with all of the
hybrid/local complements. We conclude that including Hartree-
Fock exchange into the exchange functional, in general,
introduces a systematic error with respect to the dipole moments.

The bonds lengths for PdCO and Pd2CO are given in Table
8. The most accurate method for the bond lengths is TPSSh,
which has a mean unsigned error of 0.01 Å when tested against
re(Pd-CO), re(PdC-O), re(Pd-PdCO), re(Pd2-CO), andre-
(Pd2C-O). The most inaccurate method is M05, which has a
mean unsigned error of 0.04 Å when tested against the same
set of bond lengths. In general, the methods with a modest
amount of Hartree-Fock exchange, i.e., 10-25%, do well for
the bond lengths. For example, the mean unsigned errors in bond
lengths for mPWPW91, mPW1PW91, and MPW1K are 0.017,
0.013, and 0.019 Å, respectively. We can see from mPWPW
series that the average errors inre(Pd-CO), re(PdC-O), re-
(Pd-PdCO),re(Pd2-CO), andre(Pd2C-O) change by 0.01 Å
as the percentage of Hartree-Fock exchange is varied. However,
the two bond lengths that are the most sensitive to the percentage
of Hartree-Fock exchange arere(PdC-O) and re(Pd2C-O).
The mean unsigned errors for mPWPW, mPW1PW, and
MPW1K when tested againstre(PdC-O) andre(Pd2C-O) are
0.011, 0.007, and 0.019 Å, respectively; additionally, the average
signed errors for mPWPW91, mPW1PW, and MPW1K when
tested againstre(PdC-O) andre(Pd2C-O) are 0.011,-0.007,
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and -0.019 Å, respectively. The effect of Hartree-Fock
exchange onre(PdC-O) and re(Pd2C-O) is clear from the
mPWPW91 series and is a general result. All of the local
methods tested in this paper as well as the hybrid mehods with
less than 15% Hartree-Fock exchange (TPSSh and O3LYP)
overestimatere(PdC-O) andre(Pd2C-O), and the remaining
hybrid methods underestimatere(PdC-O) and re(Pd2C-O).
B3LYP* is the most accurate forre(PdC-O) andre(Pd2C-O),
with a mean unsigned error of 0.001 Å. The B3LYP* functional
also has 15% Hartree-Fock exchange energy, which appears
to be a practically successful amount for there(PdC-O) and
re(Pd2C-O) bonds. We will return to the issue ofre(PdC-O)
and re(Pd2C-O) in section 4.D.

4.C.3. Total Error for the Density Functional Theory
Methods.In the previous sections, we have discussed how well
DFT methods can predict the energies, dipole moments, and
geometries of Pd, Pd2, PdCO, and Pd2CO. We identified the
most accurate functional for each of the different molecules,
but no one functional is consistently accurate for all of the
properties. We will therefore consider four quantities, mean
unsigned error in bond energies, mean unsigned error in dipoles,
mean unsigned error in geometries, and a quantity called the
mean percent unsigned error, M%UE, which is defined as

where xDFT
(i) is a DFT calculated property andxacc

(i) is the
accurate property that is taken from experiment, when a good

experiment is available, or calculated with CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc.
(For De we average the values calculated with and without
counterpoise corrections.) The properties that we consider are
De(Pd-CO), De(Pd2), De(Pd2-CO), µ(PdCO),µ(Pd2CO), re-
(Pd-CO), re(PdC-O), re(Pd2), re(Pd-PdCO), andre(Pd2C-
O). We are not including the adiabatic transition energies in
this error assessment. We could have alternatively included
Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) in our M%UE calculation, but this would
be somewhat redundant because substantial errors inTe(4d10-
5s0 f 4d95s1) are reflected inDe(Pd2). We denote the mean
unsigned error in bond energies, dipoles, and geometries as
MUE(De), MUE(µ), and MUE(re), respectively. We report
MUE(De), MUE(µ), MUE(re), and M%UE in Table 9.

The most accurate methods for bond energies, dipoles, and
geometries are O3LYP, B3LYP*, and TPSSh, respectively. The
method with the lowest overall M%UE is O3LYP, where
M%UE ) 2.3%. O3LYP is therefore our recommended method
for studying PdnCO systems. In general, we can see that the
OptX exchange functional is very accurate for the systems
examined in this paper. The second most accurate method is
OLYP, with a M%UE) 2.9%. If we were to focus on the TZQ
basis set instead of the MQZ basis set, then the most accurate
method is OLYP with M%UE) 3.8%. Another pleasing aspect
of the performance of the O3LYP and OLYP functionals is that
their overall errors decrease as the basis set becomes larger.
For example, the M%UE values of O3LYP with the TZQ and
MQZ basis sets are 6.2% and 2.3%. In contrast some methods
have a low error for the TZQ basis set, but they have a
noticeably larger error with the MQZ basis set. For example,
the M%UE values for PBEh with the TZQ and MQZ basis sets
are 3.3% and 5.6%, respectively.

TABLE 7: DFT Results, the Bond Energies of PdCO and Pd2CO in kcal/mol and Dipole Moments for PdCO and Pd2CO in D
with the TZQ and MQZ Basis Sets

TZQ MQZ

De(Pd-CO) De(Pd2-CO) µ(PdCO) µ(Pd2CO) De(Pd-CO) De(Pd2-CO) µ(PdCO) µ(Pd2CO)

BLYP 47.6 66.2 2.60 2.69 51.2 67.1 2.51 2.61
B1LYP 38.4 56.6 2.67 2.95 41.1 56.6 2.59 2.87
B3LYP 41.2 60.6 2.67 2.91 44.1 60.8 2.59 2.83
B3LYP* 44.5 64.6 2.66 2.87 47.6 65.1 2.57 2.78

BP86 54.1 76.4 2.61 2.70 57.7 77.5 2.51 2.61
B3P86 46.7 70.3 2.70 2.94 49.7 70.7 2.61 2.86

mPWPW91 53.8 76.9 2.68 2.76 57.2 77.9 2.57 2.66
mPW1PW91 43.9 67.2 2.75 3.00 46.6 67.2 2.66 2.92
MPW1K 38.0 61.4 2.77 3.12 40.1 60.8 2.69 2.66

OLYP 43.4 68.9 2.73 2.84 47.1 72.2 2.65 2.77
O3LYP 40.4 65.6 2.74 2.94 43.7 66.3 2.67 2.87
PBE 55.2 79.2 2.65 2.73 58.8 80.4 2.56 2.65
PBEh 45.1 69.0 2.73 2.98 47.9 69.3 2.65 2.91

M05 34.4 58.5a 2.80 2.98 35.8 61.5a 2.63 2.93
M05-2X 32.2 56.2a 2.56 3.02 34.1 58.0 2.49 2.93
PWB6K 35.5 60.3 2.72 3.08 37.6 59.7 2.65 3.01
PW6B95 40.2 64.4 2.70 2.97 42.9 64.4 2.62 2.88

TPSS 52.7 74.7 2.83 2.86 56.1 75.4 2.73 2.78
TPSSh 48.6 70.6 2.84 2.96 51.8 71.0 2.75 2.88

B97-1 43.1 65.2 2.73 2.96 45.9 74.5 2.65 2.88
B97-2 41.0 68.6 2.73 2.98 43.8 76.5 2.65 2.89
B98 42.4 64.0 2.73 2.98 45.2 73.4 2.65 2.90
BMK 37.6b 38.2 2.75 3.08 38.2b 39.9 2.64 2.87

G96LYP 46.9 65.8 2.60 2.72 50.6 66.9 2.51 2.63
mPWLYP1M 47.1 65.9 2.63 2.76 50.3 66.6 2.54 2.67
MOHLYP 28.8 49.2a 2.78 2.90 39.8 59.0 2.71 2.83
XLYP 46.7 64.7 2.61 2.70 50.2 65.6 2.51 2.61

a The dissociation products are CO and Pd2(1Σg
+). b The dissociation products are CO and Pd(4d95s1).

M%UE )
100

m
∑
i)1

m |xDFT
(i) - xacc

(i) |

xacc
(i)
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A final comment on the M%UE values is that the hybrid
methods are more accurate than the local methods. For example,
compare the M%UEs of BLYP and B3LYP, PBE and PBEh,
and mPWPW and mPW1PW, etc. The hybrid method with the
largest M%UE is BMK, which has a M%UE of 24.7%. The
reason for this large error is the large error inDe(Pd2), which
has been discussed above.

4.D. Bonding Mechanism.An interesting issue is how well
small model systems like PdCO and Pd2CO can model the bulk
material, i.e., CO adsorption onto a bulk Pd surface. The
experimentally preferred site of CO adsorption on a Pd(111)
surface is a 3-fold hexagonal close packed site, and the
experimental binding energy for this site is 35 kcal/mol.120 The
experimentally preferred site of CO adsorption on a Pd(100)
surface is the bridge site, with a binding energy of 39 kcal/
mol.121 These experimental values include zero-point effects,
which may alter the bond energies by∼1 kcal/mol. The systems
that we have studied in this paper, PdCO and Pd2CO, represent
zero-order models of on-top and bridge sites, and our model
systems cannot distinguish sites on a Pd(111) from those on a
Pd(100) surface.

Since the bridge site is favored on a Pd(100) surface and a
hollow site is peferred on a Pd(111) surface, we conclude that
the metal structure strongly influences the CO adsorption
strengths. We cannot incorporate these effects in the cluster
model with no more than two Pd atoms. We can also see that
the CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc values forDe(Pd-CO) andDe(Pd2-CO)
are larger than the values for CO adsorption on either Pd(111)
or Pd(100) surface. The cluster model is correct for the relative
stability of on-top versus bridge sites. The on-top site is less
favored than the bridge site for both the Pd(111) and the Pd-

(100) surfaces,122 and our cluster models correctly predict this
becauseDe(Pd2-CO) > De(Pd-CO).

For metal-ligand complexes such as PdCO, the bonding
mechanism is referred to as the Dewer-Chatt-Duncanson
mechanism.123,124For PdCO, the bond is formed by donation
of electron density from a COσ-orbital to an empty 5sσ-orbital
on Pd and a corresponding charge transfer from a Pd 4dπ-orbital
into an empty COπ*-orbital. An analysis of PdCO by Chung
et al.25 shows that the dπ f π* back-donation is the most
important factor that affects the Pd-CO bond strength. This
assessment agrees with other studies125-127 that have concluded
that dπ f π* back-donation is more important thanσ-donation.
Chung et al. also examined the bond strengths of NiCO and
PtCO and found that PdCO has the weaker metal-CO bond
strength, which was explained in terms of dπ f π* back-
donation. On the basis of the analysis of Chung et al., the trend
of decreasing back-donation is Pt> Ni > Pd, and the back-
donation trend explains the decreasing M-CO bond strength
trend of Pt> Ni > Pd.

The importance ofπ-back-donation is a general trend that is
not specific to PdCO but also explains the CO adsorption trends
in Pd(100) and Pd(111).122 On the Pd(111) surface,π back-
donation is greatest for the hollow site, whereas on the Pd(100)
surface,π back-donation is greatest when CO adsorbs at the
bridge site. For both the Pd(100) and the Pd(111) surfaces, the
on-top site has lessπ-back-donation than the bridge sites.

An indirect measure of the degree of back-donation is
provided by examining the difference in the CO bond length
between free CO andre(PdnC-O). The bond length of CO is
1.128 Å, andre(PdC-O) is 1.138 Å; thereforeπ-back-donation
lengthens the CO bond by 0.010 Å. We denote this CO bond

TABLE 8: Bond Lengths, re, for PdCO and Pd2CO, Given in Å, for a Variety of DFT Methods with the TZQ and MQZ Basis
Sets

TZQ MQZ

re(Pd-CO) re(PdC-O) re(Pd-PdCO) re(Pd2-CO) re(Pd2C-O) re(Pd-CO) re(PdC-O) re(Pd-PdCO) re(Pd2-CO) re(Pd2C-O)

BLYP 1.861 1.156 2.657 1.954 1.180 1.838 1.155 2.624 1.181 1.936
B1LYP 1.877 1.138 2.669 1.955 1.160 1.854 1.137 2.637 1.160 1.936
B3LYP 1.869 1.140 2.659 1.950 1.163 1.846 1.140 2.627 1.163 1.931
B3LYP* 1.861 1.143 2.648 1.944 1.167 1.838 1.143 2.617 1.167 1.926

BP86 1.839 1.156 2.615 1.930 1.181 1.817 1.156 2.584 1.181 1.913
B3P86 1.847 1.140 2.619 1.926 1.163 1.825 1.139 2.589 1.163 1.908

mPWPW91 1.838 1.155 2.617 1.929 1.180 1.817 1.154 2.586 1.180 1.912
mPW1PW91 1.852 1.137 2.628 1.929 1.160 1.830 1.137 2.597 1.161 1.911
MPW1K 1.864 1.127 2.637 1.932 1.148 1.842 1.126 2.608 1.149 1.913

OLYP 1.841 1.155 2.643 1.926 1.180 1.817 1.155 2.608 1.180 1.908
O3LYP 1.847 1.146 2.645 1.927 1.170 1.824 1.146 2.611 1.170 1.909

PBE 1.836 1.156 2.616 1.926 1.181 1.814 1.155 2.584 1.181 1.909
PBEh 1.849 1.138 2.626 1.926 1.161 1.827 1.138 2.595 1.162 1.908

M05 1.900 1.141 2.685 1.972 1.162 1.875 1.140 2.654 1.161 1.952
M05-2X 1.891 1.130 2.717 1.944 1.151 1.863 1.129 2.686 1.152 1.921
PWB6K 1.876 1.124 2.631 1.941 1.145 1.853 1.124 2.602 1.145 1.921
PW6B96 1.866 1.135 2.625 1.941 1.157 1.843 1.134 2.595 1.157 1.921

TPSS 1.846 1.154 2.596 1.934 1.179 1.823 1.154 2.564 1.180 1.916
TPSSh 1.851 1.147 2.602 1.933 1.171 1.828 1.147 2.570 1.172 1.915

B97-1 1.861 1.143 2.650 1.940 1.166 1.839 1.142 2.618 1.166 1.922
B97-2 1.855 1.139 2.641 1.933 1.162 1.832 1.139 2.609 1.162 1.914
B98 1.861 1.141 2.649 1.939 1.164 1.839 1.140 2.617 1.164 1.921
BMK 1.863 1.134 2.619 1.925 1.160 1.845 1.134 2.593 1.161 1.910

G96LYP 1.855 1.155 2.642 1.947 1.179 1.831 1.154 2.610 1.179 1.929
mPWLYP1M 1.863 1.151 2.658 1.952 1.175 1.840 1.151 2.625 1.176 1.934
MOHLYP 1.874 1.160 2.720 1.960 1.185 1.848 1.160 2.679 1.186 1.939
XLYP 1.861 1.156 2.667 1.958 1.180 1.843 1.155 2.633 1.181 1.940
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lengthening as∆re. The CCSD(T)/MQZ-sc calculations for
PdCO predict∆re ) 0.012 Å, which is in good agreement with
experiment. An important point is that the CCSD(T)/MQZ-lc
value for ∆re is also 0.012 Å, and this is worth mentioning
because the geometries for Pd2CO were optimized with CCSD-
(T)/MQZ-lc. The CCSD(T)/MQZ-lc geometries for Pd2CO yield
∆re ) 0.036 Å, which indicates significantly moreπ-back-
donation in the Pd2CO system. This differentπ-back-donation
between PdCO and Pd2CO is consistent with the bulk surfaces,
and we can see that the small model systems are able to
qualitatively predict this difference inπ-back-donation between
on-top and bridge sites.

We will now discuss how well DFT can predict∆re. The
methods that are the most accurate for∆re are MPW1K and
M05-2X, with a mean unsigned error of 0.002 Å for both
methods. It is worth pointing out that these two methods also
have the highest percentage of Hartree-Fock exchange of all
the DFT methods tested. The error in∆re seems to depend
almost entirely on the percentage of Hartree-Fock exchange.
For example, the mean unsigned errors in∆re are 0.017, 0.010,
0.007, and 0.005 Å for BLYP, B3LYP*, B3LYP, and B1LYP,
respectively, where the percentages of Hartree-Fock exchange
in these methods are 0%, 15%, 20%, and 25%, respectively.

The error in our recommended method, O3LYP, is 0.011 Å
and is not exceptionally large. We could most likely reduce the
error by increasing the fraction of Hartree-Fock exchange in
O3LYP, but reoptimizing this parameter would change all of
the other results and is beyond our scope. The errors for all of
the local methods are in the range of 0.016-0.018 Å. Also, the
methods with a high fraction of Hartree-Fock exchange do not
do exceptionally well forre(PdC-O) or re(Pd2C-O), as pointed

out in section 4.C.2. It would seem that high fractions of
Hartree-Fock exchange are required for semiquantitative de-
termination of charge transfer, but a smaller fraction is required
for an accurate prediction of the quantitive properties of Pd2,
PdCO, and Pd2CO that we included in the calculation of M%UE.

It is not surprising that the hybrid DFT methods outperform
local methods for these systems because a known deficiency
of local functionals is their inability to accurately model charge-
transfer states.94b,128An additional, and perhaps a very reason-
able, explanation for the superiority of hybrid functionals has
to do with the differences in electronic structure predicted by
the various functionals. In particular, we are interested in the
orbital energies of dπ electrons on the Pdn center and theπ*
orbital on the CO center. The bond strength is limited by the
amount of back-donation, which is in turn limited by the ability
of the Pdn center to donate electron density into theπ* orbital
of CO. As a consequence, the amount of back-donation will be
overestimated if theπ* orbitals are too low in energy. These
explanations are related because one way to understand the
errors in charge transfer complexes is that the orbital energy of
unoccupied molecular orbitals is too low.

The incorrect description CO adsorption onto periodic metal
surfaces by local functionals also has been traced back to an
incorrect description of theπ* orbital on CO.122 Here we wish
to further examine the same question when CO is bonded to
small metal clusters and by studying the effect of including
Hartree-Fock exchange in the density functional. As a first
approximation, we will examine the orbital energies for the dπ
orbital of isolated Pd and the HOMO,σ, and LUMO, π*,
orbitals of CO with selected density functionals. These values

TABLE 9: Mean Unsigned Error for Dissociation Energies, Dipoles, and Bond Lengths, Denoted, MUE(De), MUE(µ), and
MUE( re), Respectively, and the %MUEa

TZQ MQZ

method MUE(De) MUE(µ) MUE(re) %MUE MUE(De) MUE(µ) MUE(re) %MUE

BLYP 5.40 0.11 0.05 7.8 7.9 0.11 0.03 10.6
B1LYP 5.96 0.16 0.05 5.0 6.4 0.08 0.03 5.6
B3LYP 4.10 0.14 0.04 4.3 5.1 0.06 0.03 5.4
B3LYP* 3.38 0.11 0.04 4.7 5.8 0.05 0.02 7.0

BP86 9.93 0.11 0.02 11.0 13.2 0.11 0.01 14.3
B3P86 2.60 0.17 0.02 4.3 5.3 0.08 0.01 6.8

mPWPW91 9.69 0.12 0.03 10.6 12.7 0.11 0.02 13.6
mPW1PW91 1.36 0.22 0.03 3.2 3.6 0.14 0.01 5.2
MPW1K 6.04 0.29 0.03 7.6 4.2 0.17 0.02 4.0

OLYP 1.37 0.13 0.03 3.8 2.4 0.10 0.02 2.9
O3LYP 4.18 0.19 0.03 6.2 1.5 0.12 0.02 2.3

PBE 11.07 0.12 0.02 11.4 14.4 0.12 0.02 14.8
PBEh 1.32 0.20 0.02 3.3 3.7 0.13 0.01 5.6

M05 9.39 0.24 0.06 12.0 8.1 0.13 0.05 10.4
M05-2X 10.64 0.14 0.06 11.6 9.0 0.06 0.04 8.2
PWB6K 7.96 0.25 0.04 9.3 6.1 0.18 0.02 5.9
PW6B95 3.17 0.18 0.03 4.1 2.8 0.10 0.02 3.4

TPSS 9.14 0.19 0.02 11.4 12.2 0.13 0.02 14.4
TPSSh 5.01 0.25 0.02 8.0 7.9 0.16 0.01 10.6

B97-1 1.99 0.19 0.04 3.6 3.5 0.11 0.02 4.0
B97-2 3.25 0.20 0.03 7.5 5.8 0.12 0.02 7.5
B98 2.47 0.20 0.04 3.7 3.2 0.12 0.02 4.1
BMK 19.56 0.27 0.05 19.7 18.8 0.10 0.03 17.9

G96LYP 4.83 0.10 0.04 6.8 7.3 0.10 0.02 9.7
mPWLYP1M 5.11 0.09 0.04 7.3 7.5 0.09 0.03 9.9
MOHLYP 16.14 0.19 0.07 17.5 8.1 0.12 0.05 9.7
XLYP 5.46 0.11 0.05 7.7 7.9 0.11 0.03 10.4

a The units for MUE(De), MUE(µ), and MUE(re) are kcal/mol, D, and Å, respectively, and %MUE is unitless.
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are given in Table 10 for the BLYP, mPWPW, and the OLYP
series.

We can see that all of the local methods have a smaller
HOMO-LUMO gap in CO than the hybrid methods. We also
note that the HOMO-LUMO gap increases as the percentage
of Hartree-Fock exchange increases. This agrees with the
previously known129 result that conventional local exchange
functionals, such as Becke88,47 underestimate HOMO-LUMO
gaps and Hartree-Fock exchange alone will overestimate gaps.
The underestimation of the energy of the LUMO on CO by
local methods could be balanced by a corresponding underes-
timation of the energy of the dπ orbitals on Pd. But, we can
see that the dπ eigenvalues decrease as the percentage of
Hartree-Fock exchange energy is increased, which would only
exacerbate the problem.

The final quantity in Table 10 that we will examine is denoted
∆E(LUMO - dπ) and is the difference in energy of the LUMO
on an isolated CO and the dπ orbital of an isolated Pd atom.
From Table 8 we can see that∆E(LUMO - dπ) linearly
increases with the percentage of Hartree-Fock exchange for
the BLYP series and the mPWPW91 series. The∆E(LUMO -
dπ) quantity, to a first approximation, explains the overestima-
tion of bond strengths andπ-back-donation by the local
functionals and why the bond strengths andπ-back-donation
decrease as the percentage of Hartree-Fock exchange is
increased.

5. Conclusion

Systems such as Pd2, PdCO, and Pd2CO are very challenging
from a theoretical standpoint because of large electron-correla-
tion and relativistic effects. Relativistic effective core potentials
are often used to reduce the number of explicitly correlated
electrons and to implicitly treat the relativistic effects. A primary
relativistic effect that the RECPs are tested against is the
adiabatic transition energy for the Pd atom,Te(4d105s0 f 4d9-
5s1). This quantity is relevant for a large number of bonding
situations, including the Pd-Pd bond in Pd2. A recent paper27

has pointed out the larger relativistic effect in PdCO, where
the strong Pd-CO bond is explained in terms of a Dewer-
Chatt-Duncanson charge-transfer mechanism. For this case, the
Te(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) value is not very important. In this paper
we have justified the use of relativistic core potentials for charge-
transfer systems such as PdCO.

Prior to this study, it might have been tempting to use local
DFT methods to study the interaction of CO and Pdn fragments,
because it is well-known90,130-140 that static correlation can
degrade the quality of hybrid DFT calculations. In this work,
we have examined the role of static correlation for Pd, Pd2,
PdCO, and Pd2CO and by computingTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1), De-
(Pd2), De(PdCO), andDe(Pd2CO) values using the CCSD(T)
level of electron correlation with different sets of reference

orbitals, i.e., Hartree-Fock orbitals and Kohn-Sham orbitals.
The three bond energies were insensitive to the choice of
reference orbitals, and from this we concluded that Pd, Pd2,
PdCO, and Pd2CO can be treated using single-reference
methods. We have computed a set of properties using CCSD-
(T) and a large basis set that we believe represents a decisive
set of data for testing more approximate methods, such as
density functional theory. The properties that we have computed
are the bond energies and bond lengths of Pd2, PdCO, and Pd2-
CO and the dipole moments of PdCO and Pd2CO. Using this
database, we have determined that the hybrid O3LYP functional
performs the best (out of 27 functionals tested) when evaluated
over this broad data set.

We have also diagnosed some of the reasons for the
deficiencies of DFT for the Pd2, PdCO, and Pd2CO systems. In
particular, the accuracy of the Pd2 bond strength is very sensitive
to the accuracy of theTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) transition in the Pd
atom, because the Pd2 bondingσ-orbitals are derived from the
5s orbital of Pd. We have shown that the DFT methods that
have large errors forTe(4d105s0 f 4d95s1) also have large errors
for De(Pd2). Another problem that some DFT methods have is
an overestimation of the HOMO-LUMO gap for CO. This
overestimation leads to an overestimation ofπ-back-donation
in the Pdn-CO bond. The end result of too muchπ-back-
donation is a Pdn-CO bond strength that is much too high. We
have seen that the hybrid methods have larger HOMO-LUMO
gaps than the local methods and are therefore more accurate
than the local methods for the Pdn-CO bond strengths.
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